In this paper, a detailed experimental study of occlusion detection in the controlled environmentsbased on skin color is proposed.The image is given as an input to the face detection algorithm to detect the faces. Some faces are not detected dueto occlusion, so an occlusion detection technique is implemented to detect all the occluded faces. Those occlusions are detected using skin color of the faces. This is implemented by using circular Hough transform through plotting of circles on the faces present in the image. In order to overcome the illumination problem, extraction of local SMQT features is done. After completion of face detection, occlusions are detected based on skin color and the respective spatial locations of the image are returned.To differentiate the skin colors with other colors, SVM classifier is used. Huge datasets are collected for the purpose of training.From the image database, the occluded faces are recognized by retrieving it through spatial location. This implementation is suitable for all face detection applications in constrained environments the experiment using this technique havegiven 94%accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
From the last few decades, researchers gained attention on automated face recognition system because it is one of the biggest challenging tasks to subtract the real time background from the image. If the background is same as the skin color of the humans, then the task is very complicated and it yields less accuracy. There are so many approaches to identify the faces and recognize them. The latest development in this area of work has facilitated us with high processing speed and yieldof high accuracy. There is a lot of scope in the improvement of technologies in the development of visual and computer vision system disciplines but there are some problems in improving the technologies of efficient visual feature extracting algorithms high processing power for retrieval from huge human database. Another problem is, the image database consists of different types of images like noisy images, image with background color same as skin color etc. data mining, one of the popular area of research work and also successful applications of image analysis, it will classify the different categories of images in the image database. Over the last fifteen years, face recognition [1] is a famous research work area for computer science researchers and neuroscientists. Occlusion detection [2] and face recognition is a mandatory requirement in controlled environments like automated systems since in any automated system, it is a difficult task to detect the face recognition in a real time background world containing of a large number of datasets consisting of faces. So, we have to subtract the real time background in the image. Automated systems in the controlled environments like automated attendance system [3] , where positions of students are fixed, occlusion detection and face recognition play a vital role since in case of existence of any occlusions in the images, the attendance report may contain false conclusions of declaring absentees for occluded faces even if the respective members are present. Henceforth when the occlusions existing in the image are detected and recognized, a higher level of accuracy is obtained when compared with the automated attendance system that makes uses face detection. Face detection is a technology to determine the locations of a person in an image. It only detects the faces , rest of it is treated as background and it is subtracted from the image. In any digital images, detecting the faces as a pattern classification or in controlled environments or detection of the faces by color or detect the faces by model. By using AdaBoost and Haar cascade classifiers, we can detect the faces. Face recognition is a technique to identify a human being from a static image or moving imageby using neural networks or by geometrical feature matching or by graph matching or by using Eigen faces, we can recognize the faces. Some other face recognition techniques are PCA[4] (Principal Component Analysis), LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) , fast PCA. Occlusion detection [2] is the recovery of hidden parts of objects in a digital image by interpolation from the vicinity of occluded area. By plotting level lines, we can detect the occlusions.
EXISTING SYSTEM
One common method for detecting the faces in the image is AdaBoostclassifier [5] and Haar cascade classifier. These methods of detecting faces will give less accuracy because these methods will not work effectively if real time background is same as the skin color of the humans. For detecting occlusions, the common method used now-a-days is through plotting level lines. To detect occlusions in an image, level lines based disocclusion involves six steps. In the first step, compute the polygonal line corresponding to the occlusion boundary, in the second step, Computation of each T-junction on the occlusion boundary. A T-junction is determined by its coordinates, its position on the boundary, the related gray levels and the average direction of the corresponding level line. In the third step, perform triangulation of the occlusion. In fourth step, Computation by dynamic programming of the optimal set of level lines pairwise connecting the Tjunctions.In the next steps, drawing of the corresponding geodesic paths and use of geodesic propagation to build the restored image. The complexity of level lines based occlusion detection is shown in equation 1. O(N 2 +NM 2 +M 3 +P) (1) Where N demotes number of vertices of the polygon line describing occlusion boundary, M is the number of TJunctions, P is the number of pixels in the occlusion.But, by using level lines based occlusion detection, it is not suitable for controlled environments. To recognize the faces, now-a-days LDA is used for recognition of faces. It finds the vectors in the space that best discriminate among classes. The main aim of LDA is to maximize the scatter matrix of inter classes and minimize the intra class scatter matrix. To recognize the faces using LDA, it consists of some series of steps like calculating the average face vector and it is subtracted from the vector Y. Here vector Y means representing the faces in the database in terms of vector Y. then ,the images are categorized based on the subjects present in the image and the scatter matrix is caluculated. Using these scatter matrix, calculate the nonsingular scatter matrix. After calculating the non-singular scatter matrix, calculate its Eigen vectors and project the basis vector and weights of image. The main drawback of this technique is large amount of memory required and greater computational complexity and it yields less accuracy when this algorithm is not used along with other algorithms like PCA and fast PCA.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed method introduces a new technique to detect the occlusions in the image and recognize those faces in the controlled environments like automated attendance system. The proposed system consists of mainly three steps. First step is face detection in the given digital image, second step is to detect the occlusions in the image, and final step is to recognize those faces in the image. To implement the first step, we use the method of circular Houghtransform [6] and for implementing second step, we uses skin color based occlusion detection. For this, SVM classifier is used to classify the skin color and other colors in the image by training the datasets. To implement the final step, that is face recognition, by retrieving the image from image database through consideration of spatial locations of the occlusions. These spatial locations are the output of second step, occlusion detection. Figure 2 shows the proposed flow of implementation.
Circular Hough Transform
The circular Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used in computer vision, image analysis and digital image processing. The main goal of circular hough transform is to find the imperfect instances of objects within a class of shapes. This procedure is carried out in a parameter space from which object candidates are obtained as local maxima in an accumulator space that is explicitly constructed by calculating the circular hough transform. The circular hough transform was initially concerned with the identification of lines in the image, but later the hough transform has been extended to identify the positions of arbitrary shapes, most commonly circles or ellipses. In automated analysis of digital images, there is a problem of identifying the shapes like circles or ellipses or straight lines. In many cases, edge detector can be used as pre-processing technique to obtain image points or pixels on the desired curve in the image space. Because of the imperfections existing in the digital image, there are many missing points on the desired curves as well as spatial deviations between lines or circles or ellipses .Through the use of edge detector, noisy edge points are obtained. The main purpose of circular hough transform is to address the problem of performing groups of edge points into object candidates. The simplest way of circular hough transform is the linear transform for detecting straight lines. In the image space, the straight line can be described as y = mx+b and can be plotted graphically by using pair of image points(x, y). In the circular hough transform, the main idea is to consider characteristics of straight line, it uses slope m and intercept b. Hence, the image points are represented as (b, m) in the parameter space. The circular hough transform method of plotting circles consists of segmentation process. Segmentation is the one of the challenging task, like noisy images. For this purpose, threshold or edge detection routines are used. To discard the color information, adaptive histogram equalization is used. We estimate the radii of interested range about 4 to 20 pixels by using equation 2 [accum, circen,cirrad] = circularHough_Grd([4, 20] ) (2) Plot the circles on the image by using the below equation3. Plot(circen(:,1), circen(:, 2), "r+");
Face detection training &classification
The face detector analyses image patches 32 x 32 pixels is applied. That patch is extracted and classified by keeping Δx=1 and Δy = 1 pixels through the whole image. To find the humans in the digital image, the image is downscaled and resized with a scale factor less than 1.2. For every pixel, it contains feature vector by analyzing its vicinity. This vector is recalculated to the index, here index is the position of the feature vector. A circular mask contains p= 648 pixels applied to every patch to remove background pixels and it avoids effects of the edges from the possible filtering and ignores the undefined pixels at rotation operation. The face and non faces are trained with the parameters α = 1.0051, β= 0.9951 and γ= 200.14.
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Fig2: Proposed System
SVM Classifier
SVM (Support Vector Machines) [7] , a new method for classification for both linear and nonlinear data. In a nutshell, a support vector machines is an algorithm that works as follows.SVM criteria will minimize the overlap between classification hyper plane and sub space of solutions in class 1 [8] . It uses a nonlinear mapping to transform the original training data into a higher dimension [9] . Within this new dimension, it searches for the linear optimal searching hyper plane (that is, a decision boundary separating the tuples of one class from another).
Fig 3: SVM classifier classifies two classes
In this implementation, SVM classifies the skin color and nonskin color present in the image and returns the locations where occlusions present. We can separate faces based on colors is shown in below equation 4 w 0 +w 1 x 2 +w 2 x 2 =0 (4) Thus, any point that lies above the separating hyper plane satisfies w 0 +w 1 x 1 +w 2 x 2 >0 (5) Similarly, any point that lies below the separating hyper plane satisfies w 0 +w 1 x 1 +w 2 x 2 <0 (6)
Face Recognition
Face recognition is one of the nonintrusive biometric techniques commonly used for verification and authentication. Face recognition uses the local and global features. For the global based feature extraction technique, it calculates the covariance matrix for images. For the local based feature extraction, it calculates the auto-correlation matrix. In this implementation, we recognize the faces using HSPCA [10] algorithm.
RESULTS
In this paper, experiments are run on the MATLAB to observe the effectiveness of the proposed system. We tested the proposed system with 24 images which includes college student"s images and background color which is same as skin color. For each student"s image, it consists of 12 students, out of 12 students, only 9 students (78%) are detected using face detection technique. That is, in the image, the system cannot detect 3 students. By using the skin color based occlusion detection, those 3 students are detected. In the figure 3 , it shows comparison between existing system and proposed system and figure 4 shows the results of face detections in different environments.
Experiment 1
Image consists of 12 students shown in fig 4 and that image is applied to face detection algorithm. Face detection algorithm detects 9 students out of 12 students. That is, face detection algorithm didn"t detect 3 students shown in fig 5 . The output of face detection algorithm is applied to occlusion detection algorithm and it detects 2 students those are not detected by face detection algorithm. After detecting the faces, face recognition algorithm recognize the occluded faces also and it is shown in fig 6. 
Experiment 2
We tested the proposed system with image with background color is same as skin color. The image consists of 6 persons shown in fig 7 and image is applied to face detection algorithm, it only detects 4 persons and 2 persons are not detected by the face detection algorithm. The output of the face detection algorithm is applied to occlusion detection algorithm. After detecting the faces, face recognition algorithm recognize the faces whose skin color is same as background color and it is shown in fig8.
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Fig6: Output of the proposed system where all the faces were detected Table 1 shows the comparisons between face recognition algorithms in different environments and fig 9 shows the comparison between existing system and proposed system. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we implemented the occlusion detection in controlled environments and tested it with different images. Face detection in the digital image is a challenging task because it consists of real time background and sometimes background color is same as skin color. So, in this paper, detected the occlusions based on the skin color which gave more accuracy than existing systems. Image of 6 persons whose skin color is same as background color 4 6 
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